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Dive into LEGO(R) excitement with this spectacular pop-up book from New York Times best-selling

paper engineer Matthew Reinhart. Part storybook, part comic strip, and all fun, LEGO Pop-Up tells

the LEGO story with equal amounts of facts, laughs, and adventure using pop-ups, pull tabs, turning

wheels, and more! With paper construction featuring LEGO Creator, Ninjago, City, Space, Castle,

and other LEGO favorites, this "fun-formative" book will be a delight for both LEGO and pop-up fans

alike.
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Matthew Reinhart is a renowned paper engineer and bona fide STARS WARS aficionado. He

created the NEW YORK TIMES bestselling STAR WARS: A POP-UP GUIDE TO THE GALAXY

with Lucasfilm, published by Orchard Books. He also created DC SUPER HEROES: THE

ULTIMATE POP-UP BOOK and MOMMY? by Maurice Sendak. He has worked with Robert Sabuda

on many fantastic pop-up titles such as THE WONDERFUL WIZARD OF OZ; ABC DISNEY; the

Encyclopedia Mythologica trilogy; and the Encyclopedia Prehistorica trilogy. He lives in New York

City.

I bought this for my son's 6th birthday. This is the best pop up book that I have ever seen. It is a

must-have for lego fans. The pop up looks big and complicated, and there is even more that one

pop up in a page. Some pages have more than one pop up, some have pull tabs and fun facts and



information. The fun is non stop. I am glad that I made my decision to buy this.

I love all of the Matthew Reinhart books, and this one definitely lives up to my expectations. I know

when most people think "Pop-up Book" they think of books for young children, but these books are

really more suitable for adults and older children. The paper engineering is very intricate and

delicate, and there is a lot of text content. While the themes tend toward popular children's stories,

there is enough content and beauty in the books to appeal to the inner child of even the most

accomplished adults.Although it is thinner than most of our other Reinhart books, my husband and

12 year old son both particularly love this Lego Pop Up book. This book takes the reader on an

interactive adventure through the history of Lego. It even includes pop up pages that "transform" to

represent the 3-in-1 Lego sets! There is a Mini-fig creator wheel, and several other pages that

encourage hands on interaction. While all of our Reinhart books include page flaps that open to

reveal more text and additional "hidden" pop-ups, the Lego Pop-Up has a plethora of moving parts

in addition to the usual flaps and "mini books." As for the actual text content, it is accurate,

interesting, and succinctly laid out within artwork of the book.

It was the hit of all Christmas presents. Given for a 6 year old lover of pop-up books. However the

entire gathering of 20 people with ages from 6 to 75 spent part of the day looking, reading, and

enjoying the fantastic and elaborate ways it opened up.Also very informative on the history of

Legos. Wow Wow wow

Amazing and imaginative...the pop-ups are extraordinary and the best I have seen so far. The

pop-ups that open up on each page are finely detailed and further pop-up by pulling a tab or

lifting...to reveal even more 3D effects. There is even a tower of paper Lego minifigures plus a

pop-up crane at the end. Overall very impressive, with interesting and informative writing about the

history of Legos to accompany the awesome illustrations.

The pop-up workmanship and quality on this book are great, but it's full of the history of legos. Very

dull, totally uninteresting for a child, nor would few adults find it entertaining. Even the actually pop-

ups are often uninteresting.

This book is incredibly neat! Our 7 y.o. son originally saw it advertised via Scholastic and I found it

here for about 1/3 the price. It is really cool! So cool and such a great value, in fact, that we



immediately bought one for two of his friends that are having birthdays soon. Everything is

awesome!

This book has the history of LEGO and presents it in a timeline of the evolution and additions of new

bits. The history is a great story. The pop-ups are great and have some new engineering

incorporated for some spectacularly impressive presentations. Wow!

One of the most intricate pop-ups you will ever see - just amazing workmanship. Reinhart is a

master - one of the best pop-up artists. enjoyable for the art and workmanship alone, by both adults

and children, regardless of your like or dislike for Legos.
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